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OUR MISSION
• Transform lives and communities through
SU VISION
Achieving excellence
is Higher Education through Research,
Innovation, Participatory Governance
and Global Presence.

Education and Research
• Achieve Excellence through Participatory
Governance and focus on quality
Research and Innovation
• Attract talent through International Partnerships
and collaborating to achieve highest standards
• Facilitate learning through student centric
and empathetic approach
• Develop Thought Leadership
with Industry Integration

Sushant University
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about sushant
university
Sushant University was established
in 2012 under the Haryana Private
Universities Act 2006. Located in
the heart of Gurgaon, India’s
largest hub of National and
Fortune 500 companies, it has
seven schools offering
programmes in Architecture,
Planning, Design, Law,
Management, Hospitality,
Engineering and Health Sciences.

Sushant University was awarded with
the National Education Excellence
award “Best Private University in
Northern India 2017” along with
“CSR Excellence in Education”
award for 2 consecutive years i.e.
2017 and 2018. School of Art
and Architecture at Sushant
University is the flagship school
which was started in 1989 and has
been consistently ranked No. 1
Private Architecture School in India
by the Outlook Magazine.
We are a university with the core
ideology of being futuristic and the
mission "AHEAD. FOR LIFE".The

curriculum design is guided by
inter and trans-disciplinary
approach incorporating
pedagogies that expand learning
opportunities and ensure achieving
higher order learning outcomes.

Various schools under the
University have carved a niche by
offering contemporary
programmes with renowned faculty
acclaimed nationally and
internationally, state-of-the-art
infrastructure and facilities to
promote academic excellence.The
University has collaborated with
some of the finest Universities and
Institutions in USA, Canada,
Australia, France and UK like the
University of Warwick, Art
University of Bournemouth,
University of West England,
University of Westminster,
London,The Barlett School of
Architecture, UCL and Vatel International,
in the areas of Curriculum Development,
Student and Faculty Exchanges,
Joint PhD supervisions, joint
research conferences, seminars
and study semesters abroad.

trans-disciplinary
learning (TDL):
expanding
learning
opportunities
To expand learning opportunities
for students in a programme, the
University has introduced TDL
courses. Such courses constitute
inter and trans-disciplinary studies
embedded in all programmes of
the University.The aim is to
provide an opportunity to students
to develop an understanding of
connections between a domain
specialization and other
disciplines.The expanded learning
opportunities, so offered, can
provide very interesting course
combinations in the context of
Flexible and Choice Based Credit
System too.

The central idea of
Trans-disciplinary learning is that, it
allows students to authentically
make connections among multiple
disciplines so that they can
construct their own meaning and
transfer the learning to the real world

applications, finding solutions to
problems. With this approach,
students integrate knowledge and
modes of thinking drawn from two
or more disciplines to brainstorm
and arrive at a better solution to a
problem/ process improvement.

A trans-disciplinary learning
environment helps in bringing
education close to real life. It helps
prepare our students to
understand and respond to the

conditions and concerns of the
contemporary world and work
towards solving the same, both at
the local and global levels.This
approach and practice being in
tune with the global best practices
in higher education creates richer
contexts for student exchange
programmes with our foreign
partners helping them get further
sensitized to global and local
cultural issues.

Trans-disciplinary

Based on Universal Values & Principles
Disciplinary

Multidisciplinary

Transdisciplinary

Interdisciplinary

vice chancellor’s
message
A person’s acquaintance with the
reality transpiring around him
transforms into his greatest
strength with time. Humans have
always been adaptable and this
quality of ours, paves way for not
only our survival but also initiates
personal and professional
growth thereby catalysing our
progress. The world around us is
constantly changing at an
unfathomable pace. Let alone
the business arena, our society
is a platform that’s riddled with
nouveau discoveries waiting to
be unfolded. The world, in
today’s date, has been served to
us as an opportunity to be seized
– and this opportunity will favour
the bold and ingenious.
With the necessities of business
conglomerates charting an
upward trajectory, learned
professionals are more relevant
than ever, in the global
perspective. Diverse
opportunities and innumerable
challenges – the simultaneous
existence of both is desirous of
an education methodology that
shapes professionals who
deliver quality performance in
the field of their expertise. That’s

what we, at Sushant University,
strive to do. We favour the
thorough growth of our students
by helping them experience
both competency-oriented
education and multi-disciplinary
orientation, thereby influencing
their overall performance.

Sushant University derives both
from the environment
transpiring around and the best
of academia, fostering a
community of learners who are
socially sound and
professionally intellectual. With
students, teachers, and staff
being the three prominent pillars
of our institution, we implement
a research-focused,
participative learning experience
that explores innovative
practices by engaging diverse
group of participants.
In the educational arena, raising
the bar with respect to
knowledge and skills is our
forte. We believe that
collaboration, incubation, and
entrepreneurship, shall sow the
seeds of a ‘New India’, and we
are willing to play a crucial role
in accomplishing the same.

Varied courses cater to the
dreams, aspirations, and
ambitions of today’s youth with
the aid of technology integrated
pedagogy, which in turn,
inspires creativity and adds to
quality, thereby straightening
out the competition.
Our responsive, powerful, and
renowned sects of alumni are
vocal of the reformation that
Sushant University has brought
about in the field of higher
education. While we maintain
shared governance with
collaborators, partners, and
other shareholders, our
state-of-the-art educational
solutions are crafting leaders
who are building, leading, and
sustaining organizations on a
global scale.
The moment you enrol at
Sushant University, you become
a part of a revolution that
aspires for excellence. I
welcome you to embark on a
journey that shall help you
explore a world of possibilities
that await you. Let’s learn and
excel together, in making the
world a better place.

Dr. D.N.S. Kumar

Vice-Chancellor, Sushant University
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Additional certifications during the
course of study

Soft skills training spread over all
semesters by industry trainers

Contemporary teaching techniques
by proficient faculty

why SU

International internships
across various programmes

Industry focussed contemporary
curricula with multiple specialisations

Merit based scholarships

International collaborations with
premium global universities for
academic and research activities
Venture funding for
selected projects

Located in Gurgaon, India’s Biggest
hub of Multi-National Companies

2 Minutes away from the Metro
Station

Secure hostel facilities within
the campus

Well established centre for Corporate
relations for training and placement support

1989, School of Art and Architecture has
positioned itself as one of the premier
Architecture Institutes in the country.

BFA
B.Sc (Building Projects)
B.Arch
M.Arch
• Urban Design
• Built Heritage
• Landscape Architecture
• Interior Architecture
Ph.D in Architecture

Bachelor of Planning (B.Plan)
Urban & Regional
Masters of Planning (Integrated)
Master of Planning (M.Plan)
• Urban Planning
• Transport Planning
• Policy & Governance
Ph.D (Planning & Public Policy)

School of Planning and Development (SPD)
is born out of Sushant University's endeavor
for imparting education that provides global
leadership in the ﬁelds of Planning and
allied disciplines.

School
of Design
PROGRAMMES
In academic
collaboration with
Arts University of
Bournemouth, UK

B.Design
• Interior Design
• Product Design
• Interior Architecture
• Fashion & Textile
• Communication Design
• UX Design
• Animation and VFX
M.Design
• Interior Design
• UX Design
• Transportation and Mobility
• Social Design
Ph.D. in Design

University Bournemouth’s
stunning state-of-the-art campus
within the curriculum
Students will receive an “Arts
University Bournemouth”
Certificate of Attendance with
recognition of appropriate credits
by School of Design
AUB is voted as the highestranked modern university South
West UK, by The Times and The
Sunday Times Good University
Guide 2018
AUB is voted as 'outstanding' in
the Teaching Excellence
Framework (TEF) report with

Design students successfully
placed in top national and
international companies or are
profitable entrepreneurs

School of Design, with its
progressive, learner-centered curriculum
provides an opportunity to explore new
ways of thinking and expressing individual
creativity to inspire creative innovation. Its
unique collaboration with Arts University
Bournemouth provides a global learning
experience. Students will receive an Arts
University Bournemouth Certificate of
Attendance with recognition of appropriate
credits by School of Design.
Design education at School of Design (SoD)
is centered on the learner in
order to develop all the skills needed to be
a creative professional. At SoD, the
curriculum is planned and transacted
keeping in mind the students' individual
potential and progress along the path to
becoming a design professional. Design
thinking is at the core of our mentoring
approach which equips our soon-to-be
practitioners with the skills to manage the
creative process successfully.This is why
we have a remarkable near 100%
placement rate in the industry.

SHM
was awarded
2nd Rank in the
Category of Emerging
Excellence
and
1st Rank in the state of
Haryana (Private)
by GHRDC Hotel
Management
Survey 2018

Vatel Hotel and Tourism
Business School
Ranked amongst the category of excellence
in the private Hotel Management Institutes
in Haryana, we offer a Bachelor of Hotel Management
and MBA in International Hospitality Management.
Our courses are intensive and innovative
programmes that prepare future
managers to become effective hospitality
professionals with leadership qualities.

PROGRAMME
Bachelor of Hotel Management
Post Graduate Diploma in
Culinary Arts (PGDCA) In
collaboration with Roseate
MBA in School of Business.*
MBA (Hospitality Management)
Ph.D. in Hospitality
The Marco Polo Exchange
Program awarded as the ‘Best
Innovation in an Educational
Programme’ on November 7,
2018 in the Worldwide
Hospitality Awards
A

Vatel Best
Hospitality
Management
School
Vatel Group has recently won the “Best
Hospitality Management School” award in
the 17th edition of the Worldwide Hospitality
Awards held at Paris in November 2016.
This accomplishment reinforces our belief
that to be the
best, you must be with the best!

Our School imparts value based quality
education at Under Graduate and Post
Graduate level in collaboration with Vatel
International Business School of Hotel and
Tourism Management, France.
Vatel School was recently adjudged as the
Best Hospitality Management School in 17th
edition of the Worldwide Hospitality Awards
held in Paris on November 2016.
We stand out as the only Indian hotel
management school in the country having
collaboration with Vatel International
Business School of Hotel and Tourism
Management, France.

Best Emerging
Law School of
the Year-2016
INBA
(Indian National
Bar Association)

PROGRAMMES
B.A.LLB (Hons)
BBA.LLB (Hons)
LLB (Hons) - 3 Years
(Approved by Bar Council of India)
LLM
1 year programme (Approved by
UGC) Specialization offered in line
with industry trends
Ph.D

School of Law caters to the emerging new legal
landscape, providing a clear framework for our students
to be the leaders of the legal profession and beyond. It
strives to create a new model in the field of legal
education with its emphasis on corporate culture so
that graduates can enter the emerging legal career
options. School of Law is recognized by the Bar
Council of India and University Grants Commission.

No 1 Rank,
Category –
Promising Law
School 2017
GHRDC (Global
Human Resource
Development
Centre)

Best Emerging
Law School
2018
By Legal Desire

School of Law
School of Law, Sushant University provides a learning
experience to its students that is difficult to emulate.
Endowed with faculty members from some of the
most prestigious institutions, School of Law has
established a legacy of excellence in few years from
its inception.The Law School over the years has
achieved a stellar reputation in all fields including but
not limited to curriculum design, pedagogical
creativity, mooting, internships and knowledge
sharing through international conferences and
seminars by accepting challenges and
innovating legal education to the next level, keeping
in mind the student, centricity - an unwavering
focus of the faculty and staff of the School. These
achievements were recognized when School of Law
was conferred the “Best Emerging Law School of the
Year” in 2016 by the Indian National Bar Association
(INBA), the No.1 Rank in the category of Promising
Law School by GHRDC (Global Human Resource
Development Centre) and 2nd Top Promising Law
School in Haryana and 5th in India by GHRDC Law
School survey 2018. An activity-driven learning
environment, bringing out the best in students, is the
hallmark of School. Blending theory with
practice, rigour with creativity,
passion with professionalism makes School of
Law an institution merged with the idea of nurturing
legal brilliance in the leaders of tomorrow.

Awarded as
Best Business School
Campus for
Academic Excellence
in India by

APETA - 2019

School of
Business

PROGRAMMES
BBA(H) in Collaboration with Warwick University
BBA – Digital Marketing
BBA – Fintech
BBA – Business Analytics
BBA(H) - Innovation & Entrepreneurship
B.Com(H)
B.Com (Strategic Finance)
B.Com(H) Professional
MBA in Collaboration with University of Warwick, UK
MBA – Business Analytics & Intelligence
MBA – Fintech
MBA – Digital Marketing
MBA – Hospitality Management
B.Com (Professional)
BBA (In collaboration with ICRI)
* Logistics & Supply Chain Management
* Aviation Management
MBA (In collaboration with ICRI)
* Healthcare Management
* Logistics Management
* Aviation Management
Ph.D. in Hospitality

z

In academic
collaboration with
University of
Warwick, UK*

In collaboration with
Harvard Business
School Online
(Certiﬁcate Online
Programs Offered in
Collaboration with Harvard
Business School Online)

School of Business has a unique
academic collaboration with the University of
Warwick, UK.The University of Warwick is a
leading Russell Group University, widely
recognized as a world leader in research and
education.Ten subjects at Warwick are in the
world’s top 50, with one in the top 20 (The Economist's
ranking of the world's leading business courses 2018)
School of Business is dedicated
to the dissemination of advanced quality
education with a futuristic outlook.The aim of this
school is to develop empowered business
leaders of tomorrow with the right attitude,
analytical and problem solving abilities and a
global mindset. Creativity is the forte of this
School.The preparation of curricula and the
pedagogy are the hallmarks of this approach. We
have developed a rigorous curriculum that aims
to train skilled and competent professionals from
our school who will be accepted readily by the
industry, thus filling the gap of skilled manpower.

B.Tech - Computer Science Engineering
• Cyber Security (Knowledge Partner: Euinac)
• Artificial intelligence and Machine learning
(Knowledge partner: UpGrad)
• Product Engineering/Full Stack Development
(Knowledge Partner: NIIT)
B.Tech - (Electrical Engineering)
• Renewable Energy
B.Tech - (Electronics and Communication
Engineering)
• IoT and 5G (Knowledge Partner: Uni-Converge
Technologies Pvt Ltd)
B.Tech - (Civil Engineering)
• Smart Cities (Knowledge partner: CADD Center)
B.Tech - (Mechanical Engineering)
• Digital Manufacturing (Knowledge Partner:
Siemens)
BCA
Banking and Finance (Knowledge Partner: NIIT)

M.Tech - (Computer Science Engineering)
• Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
(Knowledge partner: UpGrad)
M.Tech - (Civil Engineering)
(Knowledge partner: CADD Center)
• Structure Engineering
• Environmental Engineering
• Smart Cities and Management
• Construction Management
M.Tech - (Mechanical Engineering)
• Robotics (Knowledge Partner: CADD Center)
M.Tech - (Electronics and Communication
Engineering)
• Robotics
Ph.D. in Engineering

at Sushant

PROGRAMME
Bachelor of Optometry
B.Sc
• Cardiovascular Technology
• Medical Laboratory Technology
• Medical Radiology and Imaging Technology
Bachelor of Pharmacy
M.Sc
• Cardiovascular Technology
• Medical Radiology and Imaging Technology
• Psychology
Masters of Optometry
B.Sc in Clinical Research (ICRI)
Master of Public Health (ICRI)
M.Sc in Clinical Research (ICRI)
One year Certiﬁcate program in Fuctional
Skills & Employability for young adults with
addtional needs. in collaboration with London
Learning Centre (LLC).
Ph.D. in Health Sciences

School of
Health Sciences
Indian Health care system is improving day
by day and has increased demand of the
competent health care professionals over the
last few years.The treatment approaches are
multi-faceted and lot more dependent on
health care professionals other than just the
doctors or nurses.The vast population and its
growing health care needs cannot be fulfilled
unless the health care team has qualified,
educated and well trained health
professionals.
At School of Health Sciences, Sushant
University, we believe in building professionals
who can integrate their knowledge and skills
and committed to professional excellence.
Considering the need of present and the
future health care individuals in mind, the
curriculum design of the programs is adopted
from the Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare recommended minimum curriculum
and is based on skills and competencies with
expert faculty and innovative pedagogy.
We offer versatile course in graduate and
Post Graduate programmes.The clinical
training is in campus labs and in collaboration
with leading hospital partners.

Sushant University
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